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Abstract
Automated machine learning holds a lot of promise to revolutionize and democratize the
field of artificial intelligence. Neural architecture search is one of the main components
of AutoML and is usually very computationally expensive. Autokeras is a framework that
proposes a Bayesian optimization approach to neural architecture search in order to make it
more efficient [8]. AutoKeras suffers from two major limitations: (i) the lack of support for
parallel Bayesian optimization, which limits applicability in distributed settings and (ii) a
slow start issue which limits the performance when time is limited. Solving these two prob-
lems would make Autokeras more flexible, and allow it to scale to the available resources of
the user. We address these two problems. First we design and implement two algorithms for
parallel bayesian optimization. Then we incorporate a greedy algorithm to tackle the slow
start problem. To evaluate the performance of those algorithms, we first evaluate the Au-
tokeras Bayesian searcher and compare the results to the algorithms we have implemented.
On a Tesla T4 GPU, running for 12 hours, the Bayesian searcher got to 80.9% for. Our first
parallel algorithm, GP-UCB-PE got 81.85% on 4 GPUs for 12 hours. Our second paral-
lel algorithm, GP-BUCB got 81.89% on GPUs for 12 hours. By incorporating the greedy
approach, we achieved 86.78% after running for 3 hours.
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Machine learning and data science provide researchers with tools to analyze data,
interpret it, and use it to make predictions or replicate human intelligence [10, 3, 11, 9].
Because of the amount of data that is generated by pretty much any computer-based system
nowadays, it is quite common to see machine learning being used by users who do not
necessarily have a broad machine learning expertise. These users range from researchers
from other fields to software engineers trying to include a new cool predictive feature in their
new mobile application. In those cases, the user is likely not to have the required experience
to build machine learning models. Automating machine learning, to some extent is highly
desirable in such contexts. A framework to automate machine learning would, however,
need to account for the available resources, resources which can vary a lot depending on
the user. Time and GPU are the resources used here to train machine learning models. The
amount of resources is not fixed and is not the same for every use. In this diversity of
working environments, we are trying to come up with a framework to automate machine
learning in a way that performance scales with the available resources. We will focus on
deep learning for image classification.
1.1 Motivation
Automated machine learning (AutoML) consists of a set of techniques and approaches to
automating parts of the machine learning process. The machine learning process (defining
and training architectures that perform) is tedious and is more of an art than a science (in-
volves a lot of intuition, guesses, trial and error), AutoML seeks to automate this process
and make it data-driven [7].
The usual AutoML framework has two main concerns when it comes to deep learning: neu-
ral architecture search (NAS) and hyperparameter optimization (HPO).
HPO is not specific to deep learning but to any machine learning method that requires hyper-
parameters to be set. hyperparameters are not learned during training but rather define the
training procedure, therefore setting the right hyperparameters has a considerable influence
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on the performance of the model.
Most machine learning frameworks include default hyperparameter settings, however, in
general, hyperparameters tuned for the specific context outperform the default configura-
tion, sometimes by a large margin. HPO can help discover configurations that are optimal
for the given context.
NAS is the process of searching for deep learning architectures for a specific task. The
search is done over a search space, then evaluated using the relevant metric, the next archi-
tecture to evaluate is the chosen following the search policy [5].
For both HPO and NAS, AutoML has been able to outperform experts, given enough re-
sources. The main limitation of AutoML is that it requires huge computation power and
time, mostly because of the cost of NAS. Recent methods have made it possible to perform
NAS in resource-constrained environments. Those approaches do not always perform as
well as the state of the art but can get close [8].
When it comes to training environments, there are several possible configurations, and
resource-constrained environments include a vast range of possible constraints, both in terms
of computation power (CPU and GPU) and time. It is beneficial to have a framework that
can make full use of the available resources available no matter where the configuration falls
within the possible range of possible training environments.
1.2 Objective
We are trying to make AutoML scale better with the available resources. The goal is to have
a platform that can perform in low resource environments but can improve performances
when additional resources are available. In the end, the users should be able to specify the
resources available. The resources to be specified would be:
1. GPUs specs
2. Time
We will focus on the NAS aspect of AutoML for image classification.
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Chapter 2: Related Work
Neural architecture search (NAS) is one of the more resource-heavy aspect of the
AutoML process. It consists of searching for an architecture that maximizes a given objec-
tive (typically a desired test accuracy).
Neural architecture search typically has three main components [5]:
• the search space that characterizes the possible networks that can be searched for and
evaluated
• the optimization strategy that defines how to search the search space for the best net-
work
• the evaluation strategy that estimates the performance of a network (typically training
the network from scratch)
2.1 State of the art neural architecture search
The best NAS methods usually work based on reinforcement learning, evolutionary tech-
niques, random search [6].
Several methods achieve competitive performance and can often challenge experts in a com-
petitive setting. However, their cost, (in GPU days) is usually huge. NASnet , which uses
reinforcement learning, takes 2000 GPU days to run CIFAR 10[15].
Several techniques exist to reduce the cost of AutoML [5]:
• low fidelity estimates that work by evaluating architectures with a lower fidelity (a
subset of the data, few epochs)[12].
• learning curve extrapolation which can help estimate the learning outcome after just a
few epochs [1].
• weight inheritance methods base weights on previously trained architectures. Applied
in systems like AutoKeras [8].
• training a one shot model.
3
2.2 AutoKeras
AutoKeras is a system that uses network morphing operations guided by Bayesian optimiza-
tion in order to do NAS efficiently [8]. It uses a tree-like search space with a base network.
The base network is trained first and serves as root to the tree. The network morphism op-
erations that can be applied to that network constitutes branches that link to other network
nodes in the tree-like search space.
Figure 2.1: Autokeras tree like search space
The optimization strategy used by Autokeras uses Bayesian optimization with the
upper confidence bound (UCB) acquisition function. It uses the A* search algorithm to
explore the tree-like search space and find a network with a high acquisition value. This
Bayesian optimization procedure is based on a Gaussian process and the UCB acquisition
function, we will refer to it as GP-UCB (Gaussian Process Upper Confidence Bound).
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Our main goal is to develop an AutoML method that scales in terms of time and
computation power. We do this by proposing two additions to the Autokeras algorithm:
• parallel evaluation: making it possible to search for multiple networks and evaluate
them simultaneously on several GPUs
• faster search using a greedy approach
3.1 Parallel Evaluation
Our proposed method is based on the efficient Bayesian optimization method proposed in
AutoKeras [8]. They adapted BO to work on a tree-based search space where every network
is a node, and the edges are morphism operations that connect a parent network and a child
network. Their acquisition function is the upper confidence bound (UCB) and is optimized
using the A∗ search algorithm with simulated annealing. The search finds the node with that
maximizes the acquisition function. Simulated annealing is used to avoid always choosing
the best architecture. The reason for avoiding that is one weakness inherent to network mor-
phism: it can only increase the size of a network [14].
3.1.1 UCB for GPU parallelism
In order to achieve performance scaling with GPU number, it is possible to train as many
networks as there are GPUs, all in parallel. Doing so is non-trivial because Bayesian Opti-
mization is a sequential algorithm. So at every step t, after evaluating a candidate network
ft , generating ft+1 requires the feedback yt .
First, systematically using the same algorithm to optimize the same acquisition function
will result in a higher chance of generating the same networks to evaluate. One solution is
to have a joint acquisition function for a defined number of evaluations. We can then plan
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how many concurrent evaluations should be done and choose a number q of points to evalu-
ate using the q expected improvement in a way that we maximize the information gain from
the q evaluations [13]. This is also non-trivial and would add the constraint of knowing the
number q of parallel evaluations before optimizing the acquisition function.
The following is the UCB acquisition function that is used in AutoKeras:
α( f ) = µ(y f )+βσ̇(y f ) (3.1)
Work has been done on UCB specifically to make the process parallel[2, 4].
3.1.2 GP-UCB-PE
The first method is the Gaussian process with upper confidence bound and pure exploration
(GP-UCB-PE) [2]. This method chooses the first element by optimizing UCB then chooses
the remaining q-1 points using pure exploration. An advantage of using UCB is that it
provides us with a clear balance between exploration and exploitation, regulated by the
balancing factor β . We can then focus on exploration.
The next step consists in using a greedy strategy to choose the next q-1. The greedy step here
is a pure exploration step because we maximize the variance instead of the UCB acquisition
function. At each step of the greedy optimization process, we use the updated variance
σ( f )k updated with the previously generated networks. This is possible because σ( f )k does
not depend on the feedback y f obtained after evaluating f . We can then use the same search
algorithm proposed in AutoKeras to optimize the variance [8].
Using pure exploration is one exploration strategy, and it can be used an approximation to
maximizing the information gain from choosing the next q-1 points, as shown in [2]. Other




Another algorithm can be used to tackle the issue of parallel Bayesian optimization, the
Gaussian process batch upper confidence bound (GP-BUCB) [4].
GP-BUCB works by sequentially choosing q architectures using UCB. After using UCB to
select a point to evaluate, the mean predicted value is used to update the GP, then the next
point to evaluate is selected.
Even though it does not pose a problem for the first point, there is a problem of
delayed feedback for the next q-1 points to select. To solve that, it hallucinates the feedback
by using the mean predicted value as feedback, then proceeds.
In the case of AutoKeras we would use the same search algorithm to optimize the acquisition
function on the hallucinated GP, then use the batch of delayed feedback to update the original
GP.
3.2 Greedy Search
One of the issues faced when using network morphism is that the child network is always at
least as big as the father network. To avoid networks growing too big, Autokeras searches
over the entire tree search space (including the root) and not only the leaves. This procedure
makes it possible to produce a new network to evaluate that is not always as big as the
most recently evaluated networks. It can become an inconvenience when the time available
is limited, or the hardware resources cannot train networks fast enough. Neural networks’
performances are usually related to their size, with bigger networks performing better than
smaller ones. With the usual Autokeras optimization strategy the networks are shallow
during the first iterations causing a slow start effect.
In order to avoid that, we propose to use a greedy searcher that restricts the search space to
the children of the best leaf. This restricts the search space to a minimal number of networks.
The network with the best acquisition value is then evaluated.
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Chapter 4: Experiments and Results
In this chapter, we show how our approaches — GP-BUCB, GP-UCB-PE, Greedy
approach — provide significant improvement over the baseline search algorithm provided
with AutoKeras.
4.1 Implementation
We provide three python classes for neural architecture search. The first class implements
the GP-UCB-PE algorithm, and the second the GP-BUCB algorithm. The last class imple-
ments a Bayesian searcher that uses a search space restricted by incorporating our greedy
approach. For that searcher, we reduced the maximum number of epochs to 30 to avoid
over-fitting. We measure the improvements provided against the original Bayesian searcher
provided by Autokeras. In order to evaluate the algorithms, we use the CIFAR 10 dataset.
4.2 Experimental setup and baseline
All experiments are ran using PyTorch and use a Tesla T4 GPU. For the methods that use
parallel evaluation, we use four Tesla T4 GPUs. We use a batch size of 64. The models are
trained on 80% of the training set and validated on the remaining 20%. The performances
are reported using the test set.
As a baseline, we run the Autokeras Bayesian searcher for 12 hours. The best accuracy
reached is 80.9%. During this run, 24 models were evaluated.
The GP-BUCB algorithm reached 81.89%, and evaluated 93 models in 23 search iterations.
The GP-UCB-PE reached 81.85%, and evaluated 129 models in 33 search iterations. The
GP-UCB-PE has a better performance early on, but the GP-BUCB has a smoother learning
curve. Both algorithms improve the baseline accuracy by 1 percent for a similar training
time.
The greedy approach achieved 86.78% with 38 models evaluated in 3 hours.
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Figure 4.2: Our two parallel methods achieve 1 percent better test accuracy compared to the
Autokeras baseline.
Figure 4.3: Our greedy approach achieves 6 percent better test accuracy compared to the
Autokeras baseline with a 4 times shorter training time.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Summary
The goal of this research was to develop AutoML techniques that are more flexible in the
sense that they scale with the available resources (GPU and time). To achieve that, we based
our work on Autokeras, a tool for resource-efficient AutoML. We designed and implemented
three approaches: GP-BUCB, GP-UCB-PE, and a greedy approach that achieved a 1 per-
cent, 1 percent and 6 percent improvement in test accuracy on the CIFAR 10 dataset. Our
approaches make it possible to have performance scale better with the number of GPUs and
the time available, making it possible for users to make a full use of their training resources.
5.2 Future Work
We plan to increase the number of searcher classes available, using other Bayesian opti-
mization algorithms, and eventually release the code as a python package. The approaches
we designed have not yet been evaluated on other datasets like Fashion MNIST or CIFAR
100. These tests would help verify the robustness of the suggested methods. A theoretical
analysis of the methods suggested also needs to be done in order to assess their time and
space complexity. Possible improvements include adding more options for building blocks,
distance functions and search spaces. The type of problems that can be handled is also an
area to work on in order to make it possible for the system to work for text data, audio data
or even image generation.
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